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Abstract - This research aims to study the relationship of The Conceptual Frame Work: Antecedences Effecting Use 
Behavior Financial Transaction Service in Private Bank. Due to Thailand’s current situation, information and 
communication of technology is an important factor in driving economy and society through Thailand strategy 4.0 model. As 
a result, consumer must be aware of technology, the linking and complexity of the economy system as well as the changing 
of consumer’s demand which are varied according to influential factors on the development electronics payment in order to 
enhance the effectiveness of financial management of commercial bank which is considered to be an extensive tendency of 
business transaction.This research is an integrated research of quantitative and qualitative researches. It is developed from 
the literature review of United Theory of acceptance and use of technology: UTAUT by Venkatesk, J.L. Thong and X.Xu 
(2012). The research related to the extrinsic factor;benefit perception, clarification perception, attitude of use behavior, use 
behavioral intention and behavior on using banking financial transaction service. The sample population are five hundred 
consumers who use ATM, Internet Banking, and Prompt Pay service. The criteria used is Comrey and Lee (1992). Structural 
Equation Modeling: SEM with AMOS technique is used for data analysis.  
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I.INTRODUCTION 
 
Nowadays, Thailand launches the policy of applying 
information and communication of technology as a 
key mechanism in driving Thai society and economic 
system. The relevant agencies can access information 
and regulation especially for new entrepreneurs to 
apply electronic system for their own business. The 
quantity and economical value can be added as well 
as the quality of people life will be convenient, rapid 
and economized. The Ministry of Information and 
Communication of Technology is the main 
organization in responsible for country’s management 
of information and communication of technology. For 
sustainable development, the ministry sets the ways 
to promote and support Thailand’s electronic 
transactions such asdevelopment of key 
infrastructure, high speed internet information and 
communication technology, and other forms of 
communication with high speed modern network, a 
wide range of distribution and the security. These can 
cause effective service to the customer and 
organization’s need to build communicative 
confidence to the government, business sectors, and 
the people. Moreover, electronic transactions will 
support the establishment of ASEAN Economic 
Community with the requirements of payment 
process or international money transfer service. 
(Office of the Electronic Transactions Commission, 
2015, p. 1)1 
The convenience and benefits of using internet are 
growing steadily. In 2017, there were 7,519 million 

people using internet. In Asia, there were more than 
4,148 million people of internet userswhich represent 
55.2 per cent of the world population that is 49.7 per 
cent of internet users in Asia (Internet World Stat 
Online, 2017, Online)2 Internet use has been growing 
significantly. The number of internet users will 
increase by 700 million people in 2016 according to 
the prediction of Asia Digital Marketing Association. 
Technological advancement, users’ technological literacy 
and the linking and the complexity of economic 
system are the factors that affect the development of 
electronic payment. Electronic payment is the way to 
transfer the ownership of money or transfer the right 
to withdraw or deduct money from the customer’s 
account that open totally or partly with the 
commercial bank. (Section 3 of the Royal Decree on 
Business Supervision of Electronic transaction, 
2008). The customer will be able to do financial 
transaction easily, without the need of complicated 
process. This will make the process efficient. Time 
and costs will be reduced as well as the risk of 
process. This also allows new channel of transaction 
electronically thatresults from the internet and other 
communication device to jump start development of 
internet banking, mobile banking, and electronic 
service. (Office of the Electronic Transactions 
Commission, 2015, p. 1)1 
At present, the risk of accessing internet transaction 
including transferring money, depositing money, 
withdrawing money and checking balance are able to 
do online at any time. The more convenient the 
internet transaction, comes with security drawbacks. 
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The risks may be caused from many types of internet 
transaction which will threaten the safety of doing 
electronic transaction. The credibility of banking 
financial transaction service has been lost because of 
the following factors: (Sukjaimuk, Rungrote, 2012, p. 
3-4) 3(1) The use of online banking fraud. This is 
because the customer forget to logout from the 
account or tell the password account to others so he 
or she impersonate as the account owner and does an 
electronic transaction. (2)Internet Phishing, this form 
of phishing including fake websites or e-mails. 
Internet Phishing is any trick attempt that comes from 
the third party who tries to get customer’s 
confidential information such as password, or credit 
card number for their own benefits. The fake websites 
may have the same domain and subdirectory as the 
financial institutions but those websites are not real. 
The customer is risked to lose their confidential 
informationon the webpages by inputting the 
customer’s username and password to login. Those e-
mails are deceptive, the customer is fooled in 
believing that e-mails are from official finance 
institutions. The e-mail seems to have credible 
subjects and messages with the attachment of 
financial institutions’ symbols or logos that are sent 
to the customer informing that the account is 
temporary frozen. The hyperlink is also leading to the 
fake websites in order to let the customer fill out the 
personal information. Username and password are 
required if the consumer wants to access on the 
internet as usual. (3) Malicious software, commonly 
known as malware, is any software that brings harm 
to a computer system. Malware can be in the form of 
Virus, Worm, Trojans Horse, spyware, and Key 
Logger. The Software is intended to damage or 
disrupt computer system, acting against the 
requirements of the computer user. (4) Accessing 
online banking websites from smart phone or tablet: 
(4.1) Uploading banking program from unofficial 
financial institutions which is risk to be fake program. 
(4.2) Some models of smart phones or tablets might 
not show the URL to log in the password which is 
risk for computer user to know whether it is an 
official or unofficial websites. (4.3) Jailbreak 
operation or the unofficial modification of the 
operating system of smart phone can cause 
information leaks if connecting to Jailbreaking or 
rooting website. Operating system of smart phone or 
tablet which uses iOS and Android operating systems 
is the system that separate the application ecosystem 
so each application cannot interfere to each other. But 
Jailbreak and Root can unlock the application system 
that allows the application to interact with each other. 
This allows a backdoor to develop the application in 
order to access the banking online system. 
(Sukjaimuk, Rungrote, 2012, p. 2-3)3 

 
However, the risk of financial transaction mentioned 
above, will cause an unsuccessful payment system 
because the process of the payment cannot be 

completed. The impact can affect the parties involved 
and also the customer’s confidence in paying bills 
such as the replacement cost in case of wrong or late 
payment, principal loss for unpaid or not fully paid 
bills. Sometimes if the value is high or dealing with 
many people, the stability of the financial institution 
can be effected continuously to other financial 
institutions and systemic risk. At last, such risks 
appear on payment system (net settlement system) 
which cause the incompletion of the process. The 
more the payment is late, the more risk occurs even 
the customer know the benefits of electronic 
transaction. (Panyarein, Sirikwan. 2017, 
Interview)4Besides, the risks also depends on the 
quantity and value of transaction and risk insurance 
system. (Bank of Thailand, 2016, Online)5  

 

So the financial transactiontends to have a high 
tendency in both value and the amount of the 
payment. Most organizations try to discover factors 
that can control the customer’s behaviors of returning 
to get banking financial transaction service 
continuously. So the ways to increase the number of 
customer to return to get the service again are 
providing speed, convenience and cost reduction of 
business process. However, the security, service 
system and financial transaction risk are still the 
problem for consumer and those are the significance 
of this research. 
 
II. OBJECTIVES 
 
1. To study theacceptance model and technology in 
analyzing influential factors on consumer behavioral 
intention on using financial transaction service in 
private bank 
2. To analyze influential factors on the repetition of 
consumer use behavioral intention on using financial 
transaction service in private bank. 

 
III. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Commercial bank is a type of business that 
implement deposits and rebates based on customer’s 
demand or at the end of time constraint. The benefits 
of commercial banks are as of follows; (1) Loan 
Banking service (2) Trading and collecting draft. And 
(3) Foreign currency trading.   (Chanthong, Kanok, 
2017, p. 2) 6 

 
Electronic Banking, Online Banking, or Internet 
Banking is a range of financial transaction access 
through the financial institution’s website. This kind 
of banking service is developed in order to serve 
customer’s needs in term of self-service, 
convenience, and time saving for travelling. The 
popularity of electronic banking has continued to 
increase. The bank has developed and created new 
forms of internet banking servicesto compete with the 
other bank institutions. 
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IV. REVIEWRELATED THEORY 
 
Unified Theory of acceptance and use of technology: 
UTAUT (Venkatesk et al. (2012) 7 
It is the study of driven force intention behavior. The 
theory holds that there are three key constructs: 1) 
Performance expectancy 2) Effort expectancy 3) 
Social influence. While facilitating condition is a 
direct determinant of user behavior for four 
independent variables: 1) Gender 2) Age 3) 
Experience 4) Voluntariness of use. All these 
variables are posited as a conjunction with dependent 
variables. 
 
V. VARIABLES RELATED TO RESEARCH 
 
1. The Theory of Planned Behavior: TPB (Ajzen, 
1985, 1991) 8-9 The theory states that human behavior 
ais affected by behavioral intentions. Behavioral 
intentions consists of three main factors; attitude 
towards the behavior, subjective norm about the 
behavior, and perceived behavioral control of the 
behavior. These factors together shape an individual’s 
behavioral intentions and use behavior. 
 
Perceived behavioral control refers to the perception 
of the ease or difficulty in performing particular 
behavior. It is linked to control beliefs which refers to 
beliefs about the presence of factors that may 
facilitate or impede performance of the behavior. The 
people’s confidence in their ability to perform their 
behaviors.(Piriyawat, Surames et al., 2010, p. 2-3)10 
2. The repetition of consumer use behavior. This 
behavior can be expressed in three ways: (1) Habitual 
behavior which is a form of routine and continuous 
behaviors. (2)  Repetition of use behavior. It is 
routine behavior that occurs in the same environment 
and context and conform with people’s behavior 
expression in various situation. (3) Repetition of 
behavior can cause consumer’s satisfaction and 
fulfillment and also is the reinforcing factor on 
consumer to behave as a routine and continuously. 
(Piriyawat, Surames, 2010, p.62)11 

 
VI. THE METHODOLOGY AND MODEL 
 
This research is an integrated research of quantitative 
and qualitative researches. The research is divided 
into two phases as follows:  
1. The quantitative research. It is based on literature 
review, questionnaires distribution, descriptive 
statistical processing with Structural Equation Model: 
SEM. The results are summarized by quantitative 
approach and data presentation is presented by 
deductive approach. The recommendations are taken 
from questionnaires. 
2. The qualitative research. Semi-structure in-depth 
interview is used which is based from literature 
review. The researcher examines the completeness of 
data by Triangulation check in terms of data, 

researchers, data collection and in-depth interview. 
The researcher also compares qualitative approach 
with quantitative approach. 

 
VII. THE CONCEPTUAL MODEL  
 
From literature review, the model of Antecedences 
Effecting Use Behavior Financial Transaction Service 
in Private Bank is performed as the following figure: 
 
Extrinsic Factor 

 
Figure1: The conceptual theory 

 
VIII. RESEARCH ASSUMPTIONS 
 
1. Extrinsic factors have a direct influence on 
consumer behavioral intention on using financial 
transaction service in private bank.  
2. Extrinsic factors have a direct influence on the 
repetition of consumer use behavior on using 
financial transaction service in private bank.  
3. The intention of use behavior has a direct influence 
on the repetition of consumer use behavior on using 
financial transaction service in private bank.  

 
CONCLUSION 
 
From the literature review on antecedences effecting 
use behavior financial transaction service in private 
bank service reveals that each variable are 
correlating. For example, effective work expectation, 
usability expectation, social influence, entertainment 
supporting, and price value all effect to consumer use 
behavioral intention. While environment supporting 
and familiarity effect to consumer use behavioral 
intention and consumer use behavior. The 
independent variables such as gender, age, and 
experience are posited as a conjunction with the 
dependent variables. 
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